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Good morning everyone and welcome to Criteo’s conference call announcing the acquisition of Hooklogic. 

With us on the call today are Eric Eichmann, Criteo’s Chief Executive Officer, and Benoit Fouilland, Chief 

Financial Officer. 
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During the course of this call, management will make forward-looking statements. These may include 

projected financial results or operating metrics, business strategies, anticipated future products and services, 

anticipated investments and expansion plans, anticipated market demand or opportunities and other forward-

looking statements. These statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions. 

Actual results and the timing of certain events may differ materially from the results or timing predicted or 

implied by such forward-looking statements. We do not undertake any obligation to update any forward-

looking statements contained herein, except as required by law. In addition, reported results should not be 

considered as an indication of future performance. 

With this in mind, I will now turn the call over to Eric Eichmann, Criteo’s Chief Executive Officer. Eric, the line 

is all yours. 

Eric Eichmann, CEO 
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Thank you Edouard and good morning everyone. 

Today, I am very pleased to announce a key milestone in the execution of Criteo’s strategy. 

With the acquisition of Hooklogic, we are expanding our business and strengthening our Performance 

Marketing Platform. 

I am thrilled to welcome Hooklogic’s terrific team into the Criteo family and its clients and partners into our 

ecosystem. 

I am excited about the many opportunities that Hooklogic will open up for us. 

Here is what we plan to address on our call today: 

- First, I’ll quickly summarize today’s announcement on the Hooklogic acquisition 

- Second, I’ll discuss the key benefits and opportunities this acquisition brings to Criteo 



- Third, I’ll provide an overview of the Hooklogic solution 

- Fourth, I’ll talk about how the Hooklogic acquisition fits into Criteo’s strategy 

- And finally, Benoit will discuss our expectations on the financial impact of the acquisition. 

We will then open up the call for your questions. 
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So, what are we announcing today? 

- Yesterday, on October 3, we signed a definitive agreement to acquire 100% of Hooklogic’s shares 

outstanding 

- The total price consideration for Hooklogic is $250M to be paid in cash, subject to adjustments at 

closing. The transaction price is on a debt-free cash-free basis. Benoit will provide some useful 

elements to understand the multiple that we are paying for Hooklogic. 

- The transaction is subject to Hart-Scott-Rodino approval and other customary conditions precedent to 

closing and we expect it to close in the course of the fourth quarter 2016 
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The acquisition of Hooklogic brings key strategic benefits and opportunities to Criteo. 

- First, Hooklogic allows us to tap into a new large pocket of advertiser demand and expands our 

performance marketing business to brand manufacturers. We believe these strategic and 

complementary new customers will significantly expand our business. 

- Second, Criteo’s core business significantly broadens Hooklogic’s base of retailer partners for the 

mutual benefit of brand manufacturers and retailers alike. I will explain this point a bit later in my 

remarks. 

- Third, Hooklogic brings key expertise which, combined with Criteo’s sophisticated technology for 

predictive bidding and product recommendation, will allow us to enhance existing products and build 

state of the art future products focused on performance  
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Let me now say a few words about Hooklogic. 

- Hooklogic was founded in 2004 and is a privately-held company headquartered in New York City 

- It has successfully pioneered a performance marketing exchange that connects many of the world’s 

largest retail ecommerce sites with consumer brand manufacturers, essentially helping brand 

manufacturers sell their products online 

- Hooklogic works with over 1,000 consumer brands and 50 retail partners 

- Gross revenue for 2016 is expected to reach approximately $130M and grow by over 100% vs. 2015. 

The company currently has approximately 190 full-time employees, mostly based in New York City. 

With Hooklogic, we are thrilled to bring onboard some of the brightest minds in performance marketing. 
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Jonathan Opdyke, Hooklogic’s co-founder and CEO, is leading a great team of seasoned executives and 

performance marketing experts. With him comes: 

- Jason Ordway, Chief Technology Officer, is leading Hooklogic’s efforts in Platform Applications, Data 

& Development Operations and Client Engineering; 

- Also with Jon comes Jonn Berhman, the Chief Product Officer, who is in charge of developing the 

product portfolio for the mutual benefits of Hooklogic’s clients and partners; 

- and finally John Roswech is also joining us. He’s the  Chief Revenue Officer, leading Hooklogic’s go-to-

market, clients services and partnership efforts across Americas and Europe. 
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I will now explain the way Hooklogic connects ecommerce retailers with consumer brand manufacturers. 

Hooklogic operates the Hooklogic Exchange, which enables consumer brands to get performance out of their 

marketing dollars in a very similar way to what Criteo does with its traditional ecommerce clients. 

Using the Hooklogic Exchange, brand manufacturers get relevant, accountable and seamless marketing for 

their products, translating into sales for them. 

- Brand manufacturers bid on sponsored product ads that are displayed on the sites of multi-brand 

ecommerce retailers or on high-traffic 3rd party publisher sites; 

- They only pay for the clicks that are generated on these sponsored product ads, just like with Criteo; 

- And they measure the ROI of their spend through a post-click attribution technology, just like Criteo. 

So, not only is Hooklogic’s business model very similar to Criteo’s but the two businesses are very 

complementary. 
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Hooklogic has a powerful portfolio of clients, which includes many of the largest manufacturers of the world’s 

best known consumer brands. 

These include brand companies such as: 

- Microsoft 

- Procter & Gamble 

- Kraft  

- L’Oréal 

- Coca-Cola  

- Ralph Lauren 

- Kellogg's 

- and Disney 
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In order to reach and target high-intent shoppers, Hooklogic partners with many of the world’s biggest 

retailers. These retailers play the role of publishers in Hooklogic’s exchange, providing inventory space to 

display the products of Hooklogic’s brand manufacturer clients. 

These retailer partners include: 

- Walmart 

- Macy’s 

- Target 

- Sears 

- and Rakuten 

As you may notice, many of Hooklogic’s retailer partners happen to be Criteo’s clients and we are excited to 

be in a position to do 3 important things with retailers: 

1. Broaden Hooklogic’s access to retailers’ inventory through Criteo’s global network of 9,000 retailers 

worldwide; 

2. Further strengthen our relationships with retailers as a result of increasing the monetization of their 

user traffic and improving conversion of in-market shoppers; 

3. And potentially broaden Criteo’s retail client base on our core business by attracting the broader pool 

of Hooklogic’s retail partners to our core remarketing offering today, as well as potentially on search 

tomorrow. 
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Thanks to its marketplace, Hooklogic brings clear benefits to both consumer brands and retailers. 

- Consumer brands reach consumers, either on multi-brand retailers’ own properties or on high-traffic 

3rd-party publisher sites 

- Retailers earn revenue by monetizing their site traffic via the CPC-based native ads that are displayed 

on their own inventory 

- And the brands’ marketing spend is measured through retailers sales using post-click attribution 

technology.  

In short, consumer brands use the Hooklogic solution to increase sales at a return on ad spend objective, just 

like retailers do with Criteo. 

With this unique offering, Hooklogic brings performance marketing to brands in a way that is highly 

differentiated in the marketplace. 
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Before moving to the strategic rationale for the acquisition, I will now explain briefly how the Hooklogic 

solution works. 

Through the Hooklogic Exchange, brand manufacturers have a choice to bid on 2 complementary types of ads: 



1. Sponsored Products ads that are displayed on the retailers’ site in the form of native sponsored listings 

ads. For these ads, Hooklogic provides tools to help brands set their bids by product category and 

keyword in order to optimize results and performance. This product is very similar to what Google 

does with Product Listing Ads in Search. 

2. Drive to Retail ads are displayed on the high-traffic sites of 3rd-party publisher partners in order to 

enable brands to broaden their reach of in-market shoppers. These ad campaigns are typically co-

funded by brands and multi-brand retailers. 

With both products, consumers engaging with Hooklogic ads are directed back to the product page on the 

retailer site, to drive conversion and sales for the mutual benefit of the brand and the retailer. 
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The addition of Hooklogic fits very well into Criteo’s strategy of building the World’s Performance Marketing 

Platform. 

The strategic rationale for acquiring Hooklogic is based on 2 strong arguments: 

1. We have the right DNA and key assets to help optimize and scale Hooklogic’s business 

2. Hooklogic’s addition strengthens Criteo’s relationships with retailers across the world and opens up 

a large new advertising opportunity with brand manufacturers across the world 

1. We are confident that our DNA and key assets position us well to operate Hooklogic and grow it to much 

higher levels: 

• Our access to rich data sets with retailers and publishers will improve Hooklogic’s advertising 

performance and simplify integration; 

• Our powerful machine-learning technology will make Hooklogic brands’ ads more relevant 

and targeted; 

• Our focus on accountable performance, measured on a post-click attribution basis, is just like 

Hooklogic’s; 

• Our large-scale networks of retailers and publishers will expand Hooklogic’s business; 

• Our global footprint, spanning 90 markets, will allow Hooklogic to reach a much bigger global 

scale; 

• Finally, the pooled assets that we have and are building, such as our large-scale cross-device 

graph and our universal product catalog across merchants, will help drive additional 

performance and strengthen our position. 

2. In addition, the combination of Hooklogic and Criteo brings key enhancements to our solution: 

• It allows us to access a new type of demand by addressing consumer brands’ needs for 

performance, both for online and offline sales 

• And it increases the overall stickiness of the Criteo solution by creating additional revenue 

streams for our retailer clients and turning them into publisher partners 

• With Hooklogic, our solution will be broader, while always: 



• Providing cohesive and personalized experience to consumers 

• And driving seamless, accountable performance across the consumer journey 

Overall, we believe our ability to address consumer brands and make our solution stickier for our partner 

ecosystem significantly strengthens our market position and our World’s Performance Marketing Platform. 
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Less than 3 weeks ago, at our Investor Day in San Francisco, I presented the strategic framework that we use 

to illustrate how we are building the World’s Performance Marketing Platform. 

Today, with Hooklogic, we are strengthening the World’s Performance Marketing Platform by adding two 

new types of partners: 

- Consumer brands on the demand side 

- And multi-brand retailers on the inventory supply side 

Hooklogic strengthens our platform by extending our value proposition to new advertising demand and by 

increasing the relevance and stickiness of our broader solution with our core retail client base. 

Overall, we believe that the strengthening of our ecosystem thanks to Hooklogic provides us with a long-term 

strategic advantage. 

With regard to further developing our World’s Performance Marketing Platform, you will soon hear more 

about our plans in search engine marketing. 

With this, I will now turn the call to Benoit, our CFO, to go over our expectations for the financial impact of the 

Hooklogic acquisition. 
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Thank you Eric and good morning everyone. I am very pleased to be with you today to talk about the Hooklogic 

acquisition.  

I am also very excited about the many opportunities that the combination of Hooklogic and Criteo will open 

up for us. 

We expect a positive financial impact from the Hooklogic acquisition in the midterm. 

As Eric said in his opening remarks, we expect the transaction to close in the course of Q4. We will therefore 

provide our expectations on the financial impact for 2016 shortly after the closing. 

For the coming years, in terms of Revenue ex-TAC, we expect: 

- A meaningful contribution in 2017, representing a mid-single-digit share of our global revenue ex-

TAC next year 

- Because Hooklogic is growing very fast, we expect this Revenue ex-TAC contribution to double to 

approximately 10% of our global Revenue ex-TAC by 2019 

- Given the significant optionality that Hooklogic brings to our business, we have analyzed the 

acquisition opportunity on a three-year view. With this time horizon in mind, the $250M price we are 

paying for Hooklogic would translate approximately into a Revenue ex-TAC multiple of 2x to 2.5x on a 

2019 basis 



With respect to the Revenue ex-TAC margin profile, Hooklogic currently runs on a slightly lower margin than 

the core business of Criteo, in the high-twenties range.  

Moving to Adjusted EBITDA, we expect Hooklogic: 

- to have a slightly dilutive to neutral impact on our 2017 Adjusted EBITDA 

- And to become accretive from 2018 onwards  

Now, with respect to near-term financial disclosures: 

- We are filing a Form 8-K today announcing that we have entered into the Merger Agreement, that 

contains no specific financial information on Hooklogic; 

- Our Form 10-Q for Q3 2016 will focus on Criteo as a stand-alone entity and will therefore not contain 

any financial information on Hooklogic; 

- We will file a Form 8-K within 75 calendar days of the closing that will contain financial information for 

the year 2015 and the 9 months to September 2016, both for Hooklogic on a stand-alone basis and for 

Criteo and Hooklogic on a proforma basis; 

- In our earnings report for Q4 and fiscal 2016, we will provide both a combined P&L as well as a Criteo 

stand-alone P&L;  

- Finally, our Form 10-K for fiscal 2016 will contain our financial statements on a consolidated basis from 

the acquisition date until year-end. 
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In closing, I want to restate how pleased we are to announce this key milestone in the execution of our strategy. 

Criteo has always based its success on providing relevant, accountable and seamless performance marketing 

at scale. 

We believe the acquisition of Hooklogic strengthens our success and our World’s Performance Marketing 

Platform. 

With that, I will now turn the call back to the operator to take your questions.  

 

 

 


